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ABSTRACT 

In studies of technological applications of Zirconium 

to Fuel Elements of Nuclear Reactor, it was found the use of 

plasticity equations for isotropic materials is not in agreement 

with experimental results, because of the strong anitotropy of 

Zirconium. The present review describes recent progress on tne 

knowledge of the influence of anisotropy on mechanical 

properties, after Douglass' review in 19 71. The review was 

written to be selfconsistent, changing drastically the 

presentation of some of the referenced papers. It is also 

suggested some particular experiments to improve developments 

in this area. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the present generation of natural uranium nuclear 

reactor (pressurized and boiling water reactors), cladding of 

fuel elements to isolate uranium composites from refrigerant 

water, is made of zirconium alloys. 

In the development of this alloys for reactor use, 

some properties play an important role. These are: corrosion 

strength and influence of hydride formation on the resistence 

to brittle fracture, which will not be studied here because 

they were reviewed previously (1-4). 

In addition, mechanical properties play a fundamental 

role in both design and performance of cladding of fuel elements. 

These properties can be enumerated as: yield strength, flow 

stress, creep, fracture and ratchetting. Most of these properties 

were reviewed by Douglass (1), but further developments were 

observed after his review, mainly in the field of the influence 

of anisotropy on the mechanical properties. 

In connection with the work done on anisotropy, the 

author thinks that the most imoortant advances were: 

1) Kallstrtim (5) made a qualitative analysis of the relation 

between metal forming and texture, together with the re]ation 

between anisotropy and texture (or metal forming) and how 

anisotropy changes with plastic deformation; 

2) Dressier et. al. (6) made a quantitative analysis of the yield 

locus, by assuming that strong textured materials and single 

crystals have a similar behavior. 

It i r; important to point out th.it flip;," and other 

recent studies on the anisotropy of the mechanical properties 

began to close t he existent "gap" between Physical Metallurgy 

and Continuum Mechanics.. 

http://th.it
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The-former subject studies the micromechanisms of 

deformation and its relation with the uniaxial test. Unfortunately, 

the materials support uniaxial stress only in very limited cases. 

On the other hand, the Continuum Mechanics people use 

the data from uniaxial tests and extrapolate to multiaxial 

deformation by using mathematical equations , which use parameters 

obtained from an uniaxial test, without considering the micro-

mechanisms of deformation. This approach does not lead to good 

results in zirconium alloys because the operating micromechanisms 

change from one multiaxial deformation to another. 

Therefore, a new review on the knowledge of the 

subject related to the yield strength, flow stress and creep 

will be done, where most progress was observed, giving special 

emphasis to the role of anisotropy on these properties. 

All the studies will be related with deformation of 

tubes; the reason is that most of the work done was connected 

with tubes, due to their thechnological applications. 

The plan of the article is the following: 

1) Description of the Crystallography of Deformation and its 

application to the theoretical calculation of the so-called 

yield locus in multiaxial deformation. 

2) Influence of previous cold work on the texture of the material. 

3) Description of the anisotropy of the time independent 

mechanical properties. Application of phenomenologieal theories 

*nd relation between anisotropy and texture of the material. 

Comparison of theoretical studies of the yield locus of single 

crystals and experimental locus of strong textured material. 

•») Description of the anisotropy of the time dependent mechanical 

properties and the difficulties found in this problem. 

5) Selected experiments on anisotropy of mechanical properties of 
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zirconium alloys, which were not reviewed previously by Doupiass( I). 

6) rinally, conclusions fron this review are stablished and 

research subjectes in this area are suppvestod. 

2. CRYSTALLOGRAPHY OF DEFORMATION 

As it was found by Rapperport and Hartley (7-9) and 

Howe et. al. (10), zirconium deforms by slip, mainly in prisnatic 

planes, in the close packed direction, that is, in the {1010}<1120> 

system as shows figure la. In single crystals, all the deformation 

is carried out by this system, but in policrystals there are also 

basal and first and second order pyramidal slip (11), but the 

frequency is much lower than in prismatic slip. 

In addition, this material deforms by twinning (7-16). 

Under a tensile stress, the twinninp. planes are {10l2}and {llTl}; 

under a compressive stress the Diane is {1122}. These planes are 

shown in figure lb. At room temperature, the most frequent planes 

are {112~1}, then {10l2} and finally {1122}, but the frequency 

clianp.es with temperature (9). There is also twinninp, in the 

plane {1123}, but its frequency is much lower than in previous 

cases at any temperature. 

The Critical Resolved Shear Stress (CRSS) for twinninp, 

is larger than for slip, therefore, twinning occurs only in 

crystals unfavorably oriented for slip. That is the case when the 

basal plane, which contains all {112~0} slip directions, is 

perpendicular to the tensile axis; thus, the CR.SS over the slip 

systems is zero (17). Twinninp, changes the orientation of the 

crystal and permits subsequent slip. 

On the other hand, different values for the flow 

stress is expected under tensile and compressive stress, for 

crystals with unfavorable orientation for slip, because tension 

http://clianp.es
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and compression have a different twinning system (with different 

CRSS). This explains results (18), in which there is a large 

difference in the flow stress between tensile and compressive 

tests. 

The anisotropy in the micromechanics of deformation 

is also observed in the macroproperties of zirconium. 

Picklesimer (19) observed that the anisotropic 

deformation at the necking region of zirconium specimens, is 

related with textures. Crystals with basal poles perpendicular 

to the tensile axis, (that is, the tensile axis belong to the 

basal plane) only deform by slip, thinning mainly in a direction 

perpendicular to the tensile axis and parallel to the basal pole, 

as figures 2a and 2b show, '.-/hen basal poles are parallel to the 

tensile axis, deformation occurs initially by twinning in {1012} 

plane, which requires a higher stress to iniciate. Afterwards, 

crystals become favorably oriented for slip in two mutually 

perpendicular planes. As a result, deformation is isotropic in 

the necking region (figure 2c). 

At present, great effort is devoted to the 

prediction of the yield locus of textured tubes of zirconiur 

alloys under a multiaxial state of stress. 

An useful theoretical analysis, as it will be shown 

in section «*.3, is the study of the behavior of single crystals 

under multiaxial state of stress. It is expected that the behavior 

of materials with preferred orientation is similar to a single 

crystal with the preferred orientation. 

In this subject the work of Chin and Mammel (20) 

can be considered as a pioneer work. They calculated the yield 

locus of a single crystal for three families of slip system 

{0001)<ll70>,{0ll0} <lll0> and {0111}<1120>. 
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An illustration of the method used by Chin and Mammel 

will be Riven, by considerinp only the basal (0001), prismatic 

(Olio) and pyramidal slip planes (OlTl), and the slip direction 

i2TT01, which belongs to all these planes, resulting three slip 

systems. 

For simplicity, it is chosen an orthogonal cartesian 

(1,2,3) system superposed with the 121Í0i ,|01Í0| andjOOOll 

directions as it is indicated in the stereographic projection of 

figure 3. 

When a stress system is applied to the single crystal, 

only the two shear components o_, and o_, can produce slip on 

the above referenced slip systems- Therefore, the resolved shear 

stress for each system can be calculated from figure 3: 

T0001 = °31 (la) 

TQ-,7-, = cos8 0-. • senO a,2 <lh> 

T01Í0 = °12 ( l c ) 

where 6 is the angle between |_000l] and |j011 ljdirections. It 

has been shown (21) that 

Í 2 ^ 1/2 2 1/2 

cosO = 12/iHy' • 3) \ , senG = 2Y/(I*Y'Í • 3) (2) 

where y = c./a is the axial ratio; c and a have the usual 

meaning of unit cell dimensions (figure 1). 

The material yields when the resolved shear stress on 

any slip system re^chs the value of the Critical Resolved Shear 

Stress (CRSS) on that system. Therefore, the yield locus will 

depend on the CRSS on each system, and also, as it will be shown, 

on the axial ratio y. 

Foi convenience, instead of using the values of the 

CRSÍJ, the ratio between them and the CRSS for the {0001}<1120> 

system is taken. In this way two new parameters are defined 
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ni = ^íío' Toom *nd °2 ='0111' Toooi (3) 

with these simplifications, equation (la) js represented by 

a straight lin*? parallel to the abcissa, p.iven by the equation: 

°3i ' Tonoi = 1 (l° 

equation (1c) bv another straight line parallel to the ordenate 

°?i/ Tnooi = ai (s> 

and finally equation (lb) bv a straight line of equation 

"31 ' Tooci = " t a n 0 ( a2i / Tnaoi ) * a ? / c o s B (6) 

as shows fir.ure 4. 

The last straight line can be drawn by considering 

that the perpendicular distance from the orir.in to this line 

is ÍI0 and the anp.le between this line and the abcissa is 6 . 

Different cases may be found, depending on the relative 

values of n^, ct_ and 9. Tn figure '4, th<- full line represents 

trie caso in which all the three possible slip system arc; in operation, 

but moving the straight line of equation (6) parallel to itself 

or chanf.int', the slope (by changing the values of a,, a„ and 6) 

there will be in operation only one or two slip systems. 

'/hen the material is given, the values a,, a_ and y 

(therefore 0) are known (or it is supposed to be known), it is 

possible to determine the yield locus for the coordinate system 

(1,2,3). Knowing the crystal orientation relative to the specimen 

tixos, the yield locus can be oriented for the geometrical 

directions of the specimen, by doing a simple coordenate 

t ra?i3 format ion. 

This is not a real but an illustrative problem, because 

tberr» are not one, but three <2110> directions. Moreover, as 

it. was shown, zirconium deforms also by twinning. The main 
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difficulty is chat the CRSS for twinning in zirconium is not 

known. As it will he seen in section H.3, Dressier et.al. (6) 

used the ratios between the CF.S5 for prismatic slip and 

different twinning system as r>aran«eters and let then to t.nke the 

values which gave best agreement with experiments. 
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3. TKX'I"ÍR;:I: 

Tlic' anisotrony of crystals is ilso observed in strong 

texture! i-oiiervs tals . Textures in wires and strics wer» «aily 

observed (22,2 3) and Further reviewed (?**). 

in the analysis of the relation between metal forminr 

and texturo of t!ie tubes, the work bv "üllstrôm (5) will he 

followed. In his approach only basal t>ole orientations are 

considered. 

It will be discussed in section ••.S, that also the 

other directions are innortant. 

Jr>vnrthele:;s , Kallstrorc'r; work is a systematic approach 

to relate, texture and retal forir;inr., and the use of only basal 

pole orientations r.ade the problem easier to hmdle. 

Previous axperinental data by Cheadle and Flls (25), 

ííobson (26) and Tenckhorff and Rittenhouse (27), shows that 

texture is a function of the ratio between the reduction of wall 

thickness and the reduction of diameter, but this tendency varies 

with the previous texture of the material and hov? much deformation 

is introduced into the material. Thus, it is necessary to have 

a more general approach in which the texture is related to both, 

the mode and dep.ree of deformation. 

In KHllstrftm's approach, he supposed that the principal 

strain directions are parallel to the principal Reometrical 

directions of the tube. These <irt> axial z, tanpential 0 and radial 

r directions. Ifov/ ̂ ood is this supposition depends on the material 

and on the way the tube is formed (metal forming processes, tools, 

friction, temperature, etc.) (28). 

rip.ure 5 represents the basal pole fipures (29) of 

wire drawing with the drawing axis indexed 2, compression of 

cylinder with compression axis 1 and strip rolling with rolling 
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plane normal 1^ and rol lint1: direction 3_. 

The equivalency between these processes and tube 

deformation, when r direction corresponds to axis ^, tangential 

axis 0 to axir \ and axial direction 2: to axis 3_, a r e t n e 

following: 

1) Wire drawing corresponds to elongation with equal diameter 

contraction and wall thinning. 

?) 'orn;.'r<í!;sjion of cylinder corresponds to wall thinning with 

equal elongation and diameter expansion (To understand this 

statement, it is necessary to note that the axis of the cylinder 

corresponds to the radial direction of the tube). 

3) Rolling is an average of compression of cylinder and wire 

drawing. Thus it corresponds to elongation with constant diair.eter. 

3.1 CHARACTERIZATION OF PLASTIC DEFORMATION 

In plastic deformation, it ir; considered that there is 

no change of volume (30); thus, the summation of the three 

logarithmic strains is zero (elastic strain is assumed to be 

negligible): 

cz + e6 + er = ° ' (7) 

where e = In (t/t ) is the radial strain, 
r o 

F._ = In (ft/D_) is the tangential strain, 

E = In (1/1 ) is the axial strain, <s o 

t, t ; D,')( ; 1,1 are the actual and initial thickness, diameter 

and length of the tube respectively. 

For representing the three principal strains, it seems 

necessary to have a 3-dimensional diagram. However, these principal 

strains are related by equation (7), therefore the number of 
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independent variables is two, and it is usually adopted a 

triaxial plane diagram (31,32) as figure 9 shows, and it is also 

used for representing direction on the basal plane of the 

hexagonal close packet structure (33). 

A vector in such a plane is represented by its module 

e and the angle o between the axis e and this vector (figure 6) 

e z 
These magnitudes a re given by: 

, , , 1 / 2 
Ke = C 2 / 3 < e r * e B + £ z } ] ( 8 ) 

<t - a rc tan <(e„ - e ) / / 5e I 
{ 6 r z , 

wnere c Is called the effective strain and o the strain ratio e 

(34,35). 

There is a small difference between this representation 

and the hexagonal directions. This point will be discussed ir. 

T;ore detail in section '* in connection with deviatoric stresses. 

The strain vector can be translated parallel to itself 

inside the strain diagram without changing its meaning and 

individual vectors can be added to represent a series of 

deformation steps. Also any deformation process can be divided 

in a series of small vectors, which defines a curve in the strain 

diagram, which is called "deformation path". 

At this point, it is necessary to add some comments: 

Perhaps the vectorial representation of strain is 

misleading, because strain is considered a tensor. The strain, 

which is represented here, the logarithmic strain, is not really 

a tensor, because it is not related to any coordinate system, 

neither the undeformed system (f.reen's tensor) nor the deformed 

system (Almansi's tensor) (36). The coordinate system is changing 

from point to point. The logarithmic strain has only meaning 

for principal directions and these strains are numbers, which 
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can be reprpsented by a J-dimensional diagram or the triaxial 

plane diagram as it was done bv Kailstrflm, but without having 

any vectorial character. 

In plasticity it is more important the deformation path 

than the initial and final state, thus equation (8) is used for 

infinitesimal strain (or finite strain when the strain ratio is 

con.'' tarit) . 

In isotropic plasticity, the total effective strain 

is define! U 7 ) by: 

S = {[Z/Si*' + *l + ^ > ] ^ > 

that is, bv the length, in strain units, of the deformation path. 

In anisotropic materials it is more Imnortant the way 

in which deformation proceeds, than the total effective strain, 

which have secondary relevance. 

•>>.? T;:XT't:-:!: ;osi; 

K'Ulstrflm made an a n a l v s i s of the correspondence 

between «:ach type of deformation and thr> s t r a i n r t t i o . The tube 

deformation, which corresponds t o drawing, e l o n g a t i o n with equal 

diameter con t r ac t i on and wal l t h i n n i n g , has a s t r a i n r a t i o of 

O-der.ree, the one correspondinr, to c y l i n d e r compression 60-deprees 

and the one corresponding to drawing 30-dep;rees. There fo re , from 

l i j ' u re b i t i s poss ib le to a s c r i b e to each of these s t r a i n r a t i o n s 

<i lias a i. pole f i f / j re . 

Rota t ional symmetric deformation i s e q u i v a l e n t i f 

e i t h e r the symmetry axis i s r a d i a l , t a n g e n t i a l o r a x i a l , as i s 

a l so r e f l e c t e d by the t h r e e - f o l d s t r a i n diagram. Thus, i t i s 

poss ib le to specify the basa l t e x t u r e s a t a l l the axes of the 

s t r a i n diagram, both in t h e i r p o s i t i v e and nega t ive d i r e c t i o n s , 
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.>y pornutinr, the texture axis of the pole figures. The result 

of these permutations is the texture rose represented in fipure 7. 

However, the relation between deformation of tubes and 

texture, as piiven by figure 7, is expected to be valid onlv when 

the texture is stable, therefore, when the material is free from 

texture in the initial stap.e, or when the degree of deformation 

is hir,h enough that stability is reached. 

In practice, before the material is deformed, it has a 

previous texture. The final texture will deoend on the initial 

texture and on the deformation path. Then, the texture rose 

will not correspond exactly to figure 7, but as derjrmation 

increases, the difference between the recorded texture and the 

stable texture tends to zero. 
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4. TIME IUDEPCHD MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 

The exnerimental determination of the yield lccus of 

zirconium alloy tubes was done in several types of tests: tension 

and internal pressure (6,38,39), tension and torsion (40) and 

Knoop hardness (5,31). 

In general, results are in disagrement with the Von 

Mises (41) and Tresca (42) criteria, which is applicable to 

isotropic materials. The observed anisotropy is a consequence 

of the strong crystallographic texture of zirconium. 

In this point, a general discussion about plasticity 

will be giv:i, after that, specific theories will be discussed. 

The plastic range can be studied by using the so-called 

Mathematical Tneory of Plasticity, which is based in the 

following four postulates (43); 

1) The flow stress is independent of the hydrostatic stress, 

2) A yield locus exists, which specify the state of stress in 

which plastic flow begins, 

3) There is a rule, relating the increase in plastic strain to 

the specified state of stress (the so-called flow rule), 

4) There is a rule, which determines the modification of the 

yield locus during the plastic flow (the so-called hardening 

rule). 

Any proposed flow criterion must be in agreement with 

the first postulate. If either the Von Mises or Tresca criterion 

is assumed, this postulate is automatically obeyed. 

If the hydrostatic r.tress is taken out of the stress, 

any equation, related to this new variable, called deviatoric 

stress, will be independent of the hydrostatic stress. 
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The hydrostatic components of stress is defined by: 

p = (a • oA • o )/3 Í10> 

where o , ofi and 6 are the radial, tangential and axial 

components of stress respectively. Then the deviatoric components 

of stress are defined by: 

n' = a - p r r ' 

Oq = ° 0 "
 P ( 1 1 ) 

o' = a - p z z ' 

In the present case, only the principal stress is 

considered. Otherwise, the deviatoric shear stress is equal 

to the shear stress. 

The other three postulates will be discussed later in 

connection with Plasticity Theories. 

The way in which the deviatoric stress is represented 

is discussed, because of its usefulness. 

It is easy to see from equation (11) that the sum c 

the three principal deviatoric stresses is zero 

o' + o» +o» = 0 (12) 

r u z 

Then, it is possible to use the triaxial plane diagram as it was 

done for strain in section 3.1. 

if it is preferred not to reduce to deviatoric stress, 

the representation as it is used for basal plar.r; directions in 

hexagonal structure may be utilized. Any direction in this 

diagram is represented by a vector, v/hich is the sum of three 

vectors, each one with module equal to the stress in each 

direction and versor in the direction of each triaxial axis. 

The main property of this diagram is that if the stress 

is represented without modifications, or they are reduced to 
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.leviatoric stress, the same point in the diagram is obtained (32). 

For example the state of stress given by: 

(or, o9, o2) = (-1,-8,-9) 

is represented by the point A.. , as figure 8 shows. 

It this state of stress is reduced to deviatoric stress, 

the following state of stress is obtained 

which gives the same point A.. (figure 8). 

The difference between diagrams of figure 6 (changing 

e. for a.) and figure 8, is the length of versors in each diagram. 

If the versors of figure 6 are named by u! and by u. 

those of figure 8, it is possible to find a relation between them. 

Given a deviatoric stress a', oi, o' , the vector in 
r o z 

figure 8 will be given by 

°' = ar"r + Ve + az\ ( 1 3 ) 

The projection of this vector on the z-axis gives 

(a' + a» cos 120° • a» cos 2H0°>|5 I *|o' - 0.5(o_ + o0)j ;ú J z r y z z r " z 

(14) 

By combining equations (12) and ( m ) , the projection is 

1.5 o; juj (15) 

In figure 6, the projection is directly o'|G'| . Thus, 
z z 

the equivalency between the two versors is 

|ü;| = 1.5 |uz| (16) 

Definition of effective stress and stress ratio, may 

be done in the same way as it was done for strain, equation (8) 

ag - [2/3 (o^2 • of • a'2,)] 1/2 (17) 
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The advantage of having the versors of figure 6 is that 

the ratio between the length of the strain vector and the length 

of the versor, gives the effective strain (or stress if the axes 

represent stresses). 

*.l PLASTIC THEORIES FOR ISOTROPIC MATERIAL 

flow, it is possible to investigate the nature of the 

yield locus and particularly some aspects of its symmetry. If the 

material is isotropic and there is a point on the yield locus, 

then several more points of the yield locus are found by inter

changing the r, 6 and z-axis. For example, suppose that the 

point A, (5,-2,-3) lies on the yield locus (figure 8), by virtue 

of isotropy, the points A2(5,-3,-2), A,(-3,5,-2), A^-2 ,5 ,-3> , 

A.(-3,-2,5) and Afi(-2,-3,5) are also in the yield locus. 

Another six points are found by multiplying throughout by (-1). 

Mow, considering A. and A~, they are mirror images of each other 

about the axis o'. Also A- and A., are mirror images about a 

line bisecting the axis a' and (-o'). The problem of specifying 

the yield locus, thus, becomes the problem of specifying the 

yield locus in one 30-degrees sector of the triaxial plane diagram. 

Historically the first yield condition for general 

states of stress was that of Tresca (42) who suggested that yield 

would occur when the greatest shear stress on any plane reached 

a limiting value. Stating this in terms of principal stresses, 

the greatest absolute value of the difference between the 

principal stresses taken in pairs must be equal to a constant 

at yield. To plot this yield condition on the triaxial plane 

diagram, suppose for example that o'r >a£ > o£. Then, the relevant 

condition o' - o' * k (equivalent to o„ ~ o„ * k) is a straigth 
r z r z 
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perpendicular to the bisector of the boundaries of the region, 

as is easily demonstrated (k is a constant). 

"ach of the five other possible orders of principal 

stress magnitude rives a similar line in the appropriate sector 

of the tri-ixial diagram and the final result is thus as shown 

in figure 0. The yield locus is sinply a regular hexagon in the 

triaxial diagram, and in particular it clearly satisfies all the 

conditions of symmetry previously derived. 

Another frequently used criterion is due to Von Mises 

(41). The physical background of this criterion is multiple. 

IT is possible to say that the flow begins wher. ••••-•• 

one of the following conditions reach a critical value (41*): 

1) The shear stress on the "octahedral plane", 

2) The distortion energy, and 

3) The average shear stress over all possible directions. 

All the previous conditions gives the same flow 

equation. In terms of deviatoric stresses, it is given by: 

°r + °9? + <J "- 3/? °e Cl8) 

This equation is represented in the triaxial diagram 

(figure 6) by a circle of radius o , as shows figure 9. 

The Tresca criterion should apply to policrystals, in 

which there are always a slip system in some grain, oriented 

in the direction of maximum shear stress and this system is the 

only one in operation. 

On the other hand, for the Von Miser; criterion to 

applied, slip should occur in all directions. 

From a physical point of view, to insure compatibility 

between the macroscopic strains in neighboring grains, it is 

necessary that at least five independent deformation modes are in 
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operation. This condition is against the Tresca criterion, •'•n 

the other hand, slip system with very low shear stress will not 

operat ;, bscause it is necessary to reach a threshold, the T.S>. 

This condition is ap.ainst the Von Misos criterion. Experimental 

results are }ust in between the two criteria, freauentlv more 

closed to the Von Mises criterion. 

In connection v/ith the third postulate, the flov: rule 

COEQS fron energy considerations (34). VJe will not go into detai1 , 

but for the nresent purpose, we can say that if the strain diagram 

is superposed to the stress diagram, the direction of incremental 

strain will be perpendicular to the yield locus as figure 9 shows 

("normality rule"). 

In the case of the Von Mises criterion, the flow rule 

is given by 

de r 

d E 9 

d e z 

= 

= 

= 

dXa' r 

dXo' 

dXo' z 

(19) 

where dX is a constont. These are known as Levi-Mises equations. 

The hardening rule must be obtained froi-i an experii7"?nt. 

If the material is isotropic, it is enough to perform a tensile 

test. The experimental relation 

o, = f ( O (20) 

z z 

must be transformed to multiaxial deformation. In the case of the 

Von Mises criterion this function is transformed by the use of 

the effactive stress and effective strain fliven by equations (17) 

and (9). 
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U.2 PLASTICITY THEORIES FOR ANISOTROPIC MATERIALS 

Any theory for anisotropic material, must represent 

the behavior of an isotropic material. In the present case, the 

difficulty consists in that there are two different criteria 

for isotropic materials. Most anisotropic theories are reduced 

to Von Mises criterion and Levi-Mises equation for isotropic 

materials, because these mathematical equations are more easy 

to handle. 

In connection with the yield locus, the material can be 

classified as follows (45): 

1) Isotropic and even; the absolute value of the flow stress is 

the same for the three principal directions and for either 

P-siti'e or negative stress (figure 10a) 

2) Anisotropic and even; the absolute value of the flow stress 

is different for the three principal directions (figure 10b). 

However, it is the same for negative and positive strass. 

3) Isotropic and uneven; the absolute value of the flow stress 

is the same for the three principal directions, but different 

under positive and negative stress (figure 10c). 

•O Anisotropic and uneven; none of the previous conditions is 

fullfilled (figure lOd). 

In most plasticity theories, there are several common 

assumptions; 

1) The material is homogeneous, 

2) The material is eiastically isotropic, 

3) The material is plastically orthotropic*, 

*) The term orthotropic means that the properties are identical 

after a 180-degree rotation about anyone of three orthogonal 

coordinate axes. As consequence of this symmetry, there is not 

interaction between the various shear components or the shear and 
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normal components when r,9, z are chosen parallel to the axes of 

structural symmetry. 

4) Anisotropy parameters are variable, they depend on the 

instantaneous level of stress , 

5) All the stress distribution is uniform. 

In. the general case, the material is anisotropic and 

uneven, therefore, we should know the axial flow stress, positive 

and negative, o° and o ; the tangential stress a. and or. ; and 

the radial stress a and o _ . 
r -r 

In most anisotropy theories, the yield function is 

specified. As a consequence of the "normality rule", the stress-

differential strain relation is obtained. The hardening rule cannot 

be obtained by a single tensile test. It is necessary to know the 

axial, tangential and radial stress-strain curves and to use this 

experimental data for determination of the hardening rule. 

H.2.1 HILL'S THEORY 

The Hill's theory is a mathematical equation, which takes 

into consideration that the flow stress is different for different 

geometrical axes. This theory makes the assumption of even material. 

The flow function is based in the Von Mises criterion, which is 

modified by introducing coefficients, which take into consideration 

the anisotropy. One way of writting this equation in deviatoric 

principal stress, is 

2f(0i!) s F(o^ - op2 • G(o^ - op2 • H(o^ - op2 = õ * (i,j = r,e,z) 

(21) 



where F, (\ arid !;. a m constant and a is a new definition for the 

effective stress. Tn our case a.- = 0 for i i- j and the notation 

in which o.. is replaced by a., is used. 
a i ' l 

From this equation it is possible to obtain the stress-

differential strain equation (flow rule) by using the following 

eouation (ref. 32): 

d e- . = dHdf/ria! .) (22) 
i] i] 

In the present ease, they ave 

(73) 
de = dXfF(o' - oi) • H(er» -o')] 
r - r 0 r z -

dc^ = dAfF(o' - a') • G(oI - a')] 

d EZ = dALG<°2 ~ °9) + H C Oz ~ 0,)i 
"he constants F, G and it can De oDtained from equation 

(2) (by assuming a value for õ ) and the axial o , tangential o„ 
e z o 

and radial o values of the yield stress, obtained in uniaxial 

tests: 

2F = õ 2 |'l/o2 • l/o2 - l/o2! e L r 6 zj 

2G s Õ2 \l/o2
n + l/o2 - l/o7] (2i*) 

e L 0 z rj 

2H = a 2 fl/a2 + l/o2 - l/o2] e \_ z 8 rj, 

As a value for õ anyone of the uniaxial yield stresses 

could be adopted. Another way of overpass the difficulty related 

with the undefined value of 5 , is assuming a relation between the 

coefficients F, G and II. 

4.2.2. THEORY PROPOSED BY OTA, SHIMDO AMD FUKWOFA (OSF) . 

Ota, Shindo and Fukuoka ('46) extended the Hill's theory 

to an uneven material, by including first order terms in the yield 

function. Their theory is represented by the equation: 

2f(o!.) '- F(a^-a»)2+G(a'-fl»)2 • H(a^-ap2+Qo;+Ro^-»So; = a2 (25) 
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In this case, tc obtain the coefficients, a system of six equations 

must be solved. The stress-differential strain equation are: 

de = dX !>(<*• - ol) + H(a' - a') * ql 
r L r 9 r z U 

deQ = dxfrCo^ - a;) • G(a£ - o£) + R] (26) 

cie = dx[r,(o? - o') + H(o - o*> • si 2 L z 0 2 r J 

U.2.3 STRESS-STRATA RELATIONS 

In this point, to simplify the discussion, we will 

consider only the Hill's theory. The extension to OSF theory is 

straighforward. 

From the experimental values of the flow stress c , o. 

and o°, the yield function (equation 21) is completely specified, 

tut to use equation (23) it is necessary to specified the value of 

dA , v/hich in turn is used to determine new values for the flov/ stress 

for each ir.cronent of loading. This is done in stress-strain tests 

for axial, tangential and radial deformations. In anisotropic 

materials (figure 11), each curve will be different from the others. 

The following relations are found for each of the uniaxial 

tests, by using equatxons (23) and (2»+): 

, fo° det 

V£ < 
where the superscript _t indicates strain increments in uniaxial 

test, different from the strain increments in multiaxial deformation, 

given in equation (23). 

If the value for dX is adopted (as small as possible), 

the values of de*, de» and de* can be calculated (together with 

the values of dc , deft and dc ). From the uniaxial tests of figure I S 

r v z 
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new valuer, for o , o. and o are obtained; these values are used 
r o z 

to calculate new values for the constants F, G and H. Given a 

new dX , all the cycle is repeated again. 

4.3 YIELD LOCUS AND ITS RELATION WITH TEXTURE 

In previous paragraphs we saw that most anisotropy 

theories are empirical equations with adjustable parameters. If it 

is intented to apply these equations to the yield ocus of a single 

crystal, lack of agreement is found. 

For the analysis of the yield locus of a sinple crystal, 

it is necessary to use an approach of the type developed by Chin 

and Mar.rr.el (20) and Kosford (47) and described in section 2. 

The following question comes up: what is the behavior 

of a textured polycrystal? Is it more close to the behavior of a 

single crystal or to an isotropic material? The author believes, 

it will depend on the sharpness of the texture and also in the grain 

size. 

The influence of the grain size comes from the fact that 

it is necessary to have five independent systems to naintain 

continuity in the grain boundary as it was discussed in section 

4.1; thus, large ratio between area to volume of grains, that is, 

small grain size, tends to uniform the plastic behavior along all 

directions. Nevertheless, the experimental data (48-51) shows that 

zirconium behavior is highly anisotropic. 

Dressier et al. (6) gives an important contribution to 

the knowledge of the relation between strong textured specimens and 

their yield locus. Tl.ey made experimental determination of the yield 

locus for tubes with different schedules of production, therefore, 

with different textures. They also did theoretical analysis of the 

yield locus of a single crystal with orientation coincident with 
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the predominant texture of the policrystal. 

In their analysis they extend the formulae derived by 

Chin and Mammel for prismatic slip, to the twinning modes known 

to operate in zirconium (section 2). For special single crystal 

orientation, the components of the stress tensor were expressed by 

a and o„. It was assumed that for twinning there exists a CRSS, 

and there is a defined ratio between the CRSS for slip and twinning. 

They made calculation of the yield locus of tubes with 

axis parallel toliolo] direction and basal pole in the plane which 

contains the radial and tangential directions, at angles y= 0 degree 

and 70 decrees towards the tangential direction. Results are shown 

in figure 12 for two different ratios between the CRSS for prismatic 

slip, and ÍI0Í2}-, {1121}- , {1122}- twinning. 

Comparison of these theoretical studies with experimental 

results shows a reasonable agreement if the ratio between CRSS for 

slip and twinning is adjusted to obtain the best fit. 

Dressier et. al. did not consider the influence of the 

grain size. The author of this article thinks that due to the large 

anisotropy observed, the grain size should be large. 

There is another more complete and simple approach by 

Kâllstrõm (5). The cost of this simplicity and completeness wil] be 

discussed later. 

In his approach, only basal pole orientation are considered, 

whereas it is assumed that rotation around the basal pole, leaves 

the yield behavior invariant. He also assumes that the circle of 

Von Mises criterion changes to an ellipse (Hill's theory). 

In section 3, (figure 5), the texture obtained after 

tubes processing equivalent to compression, drawing and rolling 

was shown. In the first lase, the basal poles are parallel to the 

radial direction, in the second there is a lack of basal poles in 
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the predominant texture of the policrvstal. 

In their analysis they extend the formulae derived by 

Chin and Mammel for prismatic slip, to the twinning modes known 

to operate in zirconium (section 2). For special single crystal 

orientation, the components of the stress tensor were expressed by 

0 and o_. It was assumed that for twinning there exists a CRSS, 
z u 

and there is a defined ratio between the CRSS for slip and twinning. 

They made calculation of the yield locus of tubes with 

axis parallel toilOÍoT direction and basal pole in the plane which 

contains the radial and tangential directions, at angles Y= 0 degree 

and 70 decrees towards the tangential direction. Results are shown 

in figure 12 for two different ratios between the CRS3 for prismatic 

slip, and {1012}-, {1121}- , {1122}- twinning. 

Comparison of these theoretical studies with experimental 

results shows a reasonable agroerent if the ratio between CRSS for 

slip and twinning is adjusted to obtain the best fit. 

Dressier et. al. did not consider the influence of the 

grain size. The author of this article thinks that due to the large 

anisotropy observed, the grain size should be large. 

There is another more complete and simple approach by 

KMllstrflm (5). The cost of this simplicity and completeness will be 

discussed later. 

In his approach, only basal pole orientation are conyidered, 

whereas it is assumed that rotation around the basal pole, leaves 

the yield behavior invariant. He also assumes that the circle of 

Von Mises criterion changes to an ellipse (Hill's theory). 

In section 3, (figure 5>, the texture obtained after 

tubes processing equivalent to compression, drawing and rolling 

was shown. In the first case, the basal poles are parallel to the 

radial direction, in the second there is a lack of basal poles in 
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the axiaJ <íi rect ion. 

The ellipses corresponding to the three tubes processing, 

<ii-e represented in figure 13. As it rfas discussed in section 2, banal 

pole is a hard direction in the crystal. In the case of cylinder 

compression the eccentricity his been enlarged to indicate that 

basal pole:* parallel to an unique direction implied stronger 

anirfotropy than when basal poles are perpendicular to an unique 

direction, as in the case equivalent to drawing. The third cace is 

an average of the previous cases. 

The texture was related to the previous deformation in 

section 3.?i nov; we can relate the yield locus with deformation. 

Thus, each pole figure in the texture rose (figure 7) is replaced 

by a schematic yield locus as shows figure 14. 

An useful relation is found, between the strain ratio a 

and the angle R between the major axis of the ellipse and the 

axial direction; this last angle represents the orientation of the 

yield locus. As figure 14 shows, this relation is given by 

a = 2(90° - 3) (?B) 

As it was shown in section 3.2, this relation is only 

valid for stable textures. If the texture is not stable, the yield 

locus will be the yield locus corresponding to a different strain 

ratio. Thus, if we know the yield locus orientation, we can define 

an equivalent strain ratio p , which replaces a . 

The next question which cames in mind is, what happens 

if a given stress ratio is applied to a material with a texture 

equivalent to a strain ratio p ? 

When the yield locus is reached, the material begins 

to deform with a strain ratio, which depends on the equivalent 

strain ratio p , which gives the orientation of the yield locus, 

and the stress ratio, which gives the point in which the ellipse 
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is reached. 

In p.eneral, the strain ratio is not coincident with the 

equivalent strain ratio, then this equivalent ratio rotates 

towards the direction of the strain ratio (this last direction is 

not fixed, because when the equivalent ratio rotates, it modifies 

the yield locus, therefore modifies also the strain ratio). 

During this rotation, the point over the yield locus 

could move towards the major axis or from it. In the first case, 

there is a texture hardening, that is, the material becomes stronger 

as strain increases due to texture change. In the second case, the 

material becomes softer as strain increases, texture softening. 

In the work by KalistrSm, to have this simple and 

complete discussion, it was necessary to make assumptions, which 

are not strickly obeyed. 

The change from the circle to the ellipse is essencially 

the Hill's theory, v;hich is based in an orthotropic plastic 

material. Hexagonal close packed structure does not have orthotropic 

symmetry. 

The yield locus does not depend only on basal pole 

orientation, it also defends on all directions as Dress?.er et.al. 

have shown. 

These would not be major objection to the method, if 

there is not preferential orientation for directions perpendicular 

to the basal pole. 

Conclusions from KMllstrflm's work are only qualitative 

due to some difficulcies: 

It is not known at present, the quantitative relation 

between the amount of deformation and texture change. 

If we accept the ellipse approximation, there is not only 

a change in the orientation of the major axis, there is also a change 

in shape. Remember that the eccentricity of the ellipse in the 



ca^e of compression of cylinder is larger than in the case of 

drawing. Thus, the quantitative analysis would be very .auv-h 

complicated. 

S. TIME DEPDIDEMT KHCHMICAL PROPERTIES 

Time dependent mechanical properties have received a 

great attention because of their relation to the behavior of 

materials at high temperatures. 

These properties car. be classified as: creep (increase in 

strain at constant stress), stress relaxation (decrease in stress 

at constant strain), and recovery (decrease in strain at zero stress). 

In this article, only creep will be studied. 

In the case of zirconium, creep occurs in the cladding 

of nuclear fuel during the operation of nuclear reactor, stress 

relaxation during the shut- down. 

Creep studies are done, in several non-metallic materials, 

Ijy using viscoplasticity theories. Unfortunately, in metals, strain 

in practically irreversible and th*» relation between strain rate 

and stress is not linear. Therefore, the Viscoplasticity should be 

ruled out. 

Creep theories for metais are based in plasticity theories 

and most fundamental concepts of plasticity are common to creep. 

5.1 CREEP UNDER UNIAXIAL STRESS 

In this section, we will not go into details on creep 

behavior. The reader should be refered to the review by Boresi and 

Sidebottom (52) or the book by Reed-Hill (53). For the present 

purpose only a few aspects of creep will be discussed. 

The creep phenomena is generally represented by a curve, 

relating the strain as a function of time (for a given stress). A:: 



figure 15 shows, the curve has a primary staple in which the strain 

rate decreases with time, then remains constant and finally 

increases until fracture is produced. 

Stage II has received special attention, because the 

creep curve can be approximated, as figure 15 shows, by a straight 

line (54) of equation: 

G = c° • ê t (29) 
c c c 

where c is the creep strain, è is the strain rate in stage II and 
c l ' c 

t is the tir.e. e° is the strain, which takes into account the time — c 7 

independent and creep deformation in stage T. 

T>[uation<23) does not represent the creep curve, but 

gives an upper limit if the material is not deformed into stage III. 

The creep curve depends on stress and temperature. There 

are several enpirical relations betv/een the creep strain rate and 

either stress or temperature. In most cases, a power equation is 

selected for streus (55-57) and an exponential equation for 

temperature (58). 

An creep deformation progresses, the structure of the 

material changes. An equation of state was proposed (59), in which 

creep strain rate is related to stress a, temperature T and 

structural parameters 3.: 1 l 

éc = f(o, T, s.y i = 1,2,... ,n (30) 

In connection with these structural parameters, two 

models were proposed with N = 1: strain hardening where S.. = c 

and time hardening, where S1 s t. 

These models can be verified by stepwise changes of 

stress (60). If at point A(e,, t1) of figure 15, the stress is 

changed from o^ to Oj, the time hardening model predicts that 

the creep curve continues with the strain rate corresponding to 

c 
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che curve for stress a. at time t. . On the other hand, the strain 

hardening model predicts that the curve continues with the strain 

rate corresponding to the strain e,. Figure 15 shown that there is 

a large difference between both predictions. 

./hen creep results are compared, snail change in stress 

produces large change in the creep rate, thus, in the time required 

to obtain a given prefixed strain. Small changes in the nicrc-

structure and chemical composition has also large influence on the 

creep rate. Hovever, if the problem is inverted, that is, if the 

strain at a given tine is specified, the scattering of stress data 

is small. 

5.2 CREEP innCR HULTIAXTAL STATE OF STRESS 

Physical theories of creep under multiaxial state of 

stress are inexistent. Only mathematical (phenomenological) theories 

wore developed as an extension of the Mathematical Theory of 

Plasticity. 

When creep deformation is studied, the concept of the 

yield locus as it was stablished in section U, has no meaning. 

However, as Drucker (61) pointed out, it is possible to speak 

about a function <p of stress, which is constant. For isotropic 

materials, Drucker suggested that the function o equal to a 

constant (Von Hises criterion) can be extended to creep, by 

assuming that the energy dissipation, oA t , is a constant, 

where è is called the effective strain rate and defined an 

extension of equation (8) by: 

*c s L2'3 <ij * *e * # ] 1 / 2 <31) 

where é„, ia and ê_ are the radial, tangential and axial 

components of the strain rate (shear strain rate are supposed to be 
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z..-.-). As a difference from logarithmic strain, the strain rate 

is â tensor (it is referred to a coordinate system). 

The Mathematical Theory of Plasticity for time dependent 

deformation is based in the following, three postulates: 

1) The function i> is independent of the hydrostatic state of stress, 

2) There exists a rule, which specifies the relation between strain 

rate and stress components (flow rule for creep), 

3) There exists a rule, which specifies the modification of the 

function iji during the process of plastic deformation (strain 

hardening rule). 

If the function i> is the energy dissipation rate and 

a relation exists between the effective stress and the effective 

strain rate, postulate 1 is automatically obeyed. 

Tn reneral, the flow rule for creep is obtained as 

an extension of the "normality rule". 

In the case of Von Mises material, the normality 

rule is Riven bv 

ér = fU ar 

tQ • dX o^ (32) 

é = dX a' z z 

where dA = a It e c 

The strain hardening rule is the data from creep tests 

under uniaxial stress. 

It is possible to think that a material which has 

isotropic behavior in time independent texts, follows the proposed 

rule. Unfortunately, there are several cases where it does not 

happen, as for example, creep of Cu alloy 360, at 650° (60). 

In anisotropic materials, Ross-Ross et.al. (62) used 

the definition of effective stress as fliven by equation (21). From 
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this definition equation (23) is extended to the case of the flow 

rule for creep as: 

G = È /Õ | F ( O ' - o ' ) • H(a ' - o ' ) l r c e L r 8 r z J 

fn = è / ã [ r ( o I - a ' ) • r?(o' - o ' ) ! ( S O 
0 c e v . 6 r 9 z J 

ê = c /õ ínCn' - a » ) • H(o« - o ' ) ] 
z c e [_ z 0 z r J 

Finally, it is assumed a relation between the effective 

strain rate and effective stress. In their case the relation was: 

è = B õ m (35) 

c p. 

where Li and m aro constants which are determined uy uniaxial tests 

in the three principal directions. From these tests the anisotropic 

parameters F, C and H are calculated. 

A nore general approach was done by Schroeder and 

Holicky (G3). In their approach the strain rate is given by: 

é i . i a ^ r 1 A i jki °ki ( j ^ ' * ' 1 ' - v>8»z) < 3 6 ) 

where A.... are coefficients. The Einstein's notation is used, 

where repeated subscripts indicates summation. 

This equation is similar to equation (31*) , only the 

coefficients change. The effective stress is defined by: 

°c = (Aijkl °{j °kl)1/? ( 3 7 ) 

Because only principal directions are stufljed and they 

are supposed to the coincident with principal geometrical directions 

of the tube, only coefficients of the type A.... are different 

from zero. Thus it is possible to reduce the subscripts by doint; 

^iiii = ^ii' As ** w a s discussed in section *•. 2.1, one of the 

coefficients must be fixed and it was done by taken A"zz - 1. 

Thus, the problem is reduced to find the coefficient;; 
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A-. , that is, this analysis is similar to the analysis by Ross-

Ross et. al. 

Another coefficient A, called measure of anisotropy 

by Schroeder and fiolicky, is defined for tests of closed-end tubes 

under internal pressume, by: 

V Ã B «J (38) 

This coefficient, in terms of the coefficient of equation (36) is 

given by: 

7 (m_1) 

A = (1/. • A3Q • A62) (J6e+ J Sez) (39) 

This coefficient permits a quick comparison of uniaxial 

and closed-end tests. This last test is the most frequently used 

as in-reactor biaxial test. 
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6. SELECTED EXPERIMENTS OF ANiT.OTROPY OF MECHANICAL PROPIT Ti:;; 0' 

ZIRCÔHIHM. 

In thin section only the papers subsequent to !»oup,l:iS" ' 

review (1) will be discussed. 

Previous to this review, with the exception of the 

works by Kenan (38) anrl Miller and Swot a (39), only uniaxial tests 

wero done, of specimens taken from the axial, transversal and radial 

direction of th** tube. 

The same type of work was subsequently done by Ells and 

Cheadle (64). They measured the work-hardening coefficient as a 

function of texture and ftrain size. 

In uniaxial and biaxial tests (closed-end and open-end 

tube tests), Konishi et.al. (65) studied the influence of oxi^en, 

cold reduction and the ratio between the reduction of wall thickness 

and the reduction in diameter (called 0-value), on the strength and 

ductility of zirconium tubinp,. 

The people who really introduced new ideas in this 

subject were KSllstrflm (5) and Dressier et. al. (6). 

KMllstrflm produced tubes under different schedule of 

production and measured the texture in different stages of 

fabrication. He also made Knoop hardness tests to obtain the yield 

loci for these tubes and uniaxial and biaxial tests (closed-end and 

open-end). 

'Die fonclusions of his work are the following: 

1) The relation between the strain ratio corresponding to several 

schedules of fabrication and texture, as it was predicted in section 

3.2, was verified experimentally, with some exceptions, where the 

previous texture have a strong influence on subsequent deformation 

(heritage effect). 
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2) There seems to be agreement between the yield locus as it was 

predicted in section U.3 and as it was calculated from Knoop hard

ness tests. 

3) In mechanical tests, good agreement was found between the 

experimental determination of the strain ratio and prediction from 

the yield locus (section U.3). 

U) In agreement with expectation, where a texture softening were 

predicted (section U.3), a yield drop was observed. 

On the other hand, Dressier et. al. , made measurements 

of the yield loci of tubes, with different textures, by performing 

biaxial test (combining axial load and internal pressure to obtain 

any ratio between axial and tangential stress). 

Their conclusions are the following: 

1) The yield locus, as it is obtained from a Knoop hardness test, 

is in disagreement v/ith the real yield locus, obtained by direct 

measurement (biaxial test). 

?) fleither the Von Mises criterion, nor the anisotropy theories 

(Hill and OSF, section U.2) represents the experimental yield 

locus of zirconium. 

3) The theoretical yield locus proposed for a single crystal of a 

given orientation, is in qualitative agreement with strong textured 

specimen of the same preferential orientation. 

In time dependent deformation, large differences are 

found between uniaxial and multiaxial creep rates. Dressier et.al. 

(6) shows differences of a factor of 5.6 in the strain rate between 

uniaxial and biaxial tests, but this result is not generally valid, 

the creep rates depend upon the texture of the tubes, 

Ibrahim (66) tests zirconium closed-end tubes in-reactor 

under internal pressure. Previously, the texture of tubes were 
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measured. 

He compared tangential creep strain rate in his test 

and tensile strain rate in uniaxial transverse specimens tested 

by Fidleris (6 7). If isotronic equations (3?) is used no agreement 

is found. Therefore, Ibrahim corrected the tangential stress by 

doin;3 the following assumptions: 

1) [information only occurs by slip on prismatic planes (section 2), 

?) Glip occurs in a prismatic plane, which has the same orientation 

than the plane in which the shear stress is maximum (Tresca 

criterion). 
> 

3) The interaction between grains dofcs not have any influence. 

From these assumption, grains will not slip when its 

basal poles coincide with the direction of applied stress. 

Therefore, grains with basal poles parallel to the 

tangential direction will not give any contribution to creep strain, 

neither for the uniaxial transverse specimen, nor for the tangential 

direction of biaxial specimens. 

Grain with basal poles parallel to the radial direction, 

have slip planes oriented close to the plane of maximum shear stress 

for both, tangential and longitudinal stresses. For a biaxial tube, 

the maximum shear stress is 0.25 of the tangential stress. In the 

case of transverse uniaxial test, the maximum shear stress is 0.5 

of the tensile stress. Therefore, for the same tangential and 

tensile stress, in the uniaxial case the maximum shear stress is 

double than in biaxial test. 

Grains with basal poles parallel to the axial direction 

have slip planes oriented close to the plane of maximum shear 

stress for the tangential, but not for the longitudinal stress. 

Therefore, the same tangential and tensile stress give the <?ame 

maximum shear stress. 
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Ibrahim adjusts the tangential stress in base of the 

texture values, and agreement was found between his biaxial results 

and Fidleris' results on transverse specimens. 

Ross-Ross et.al. (62) extended this analysis by using 

the anisotropic factors F, G and H (section 5.2), for a series of 

closed-end and open-end tubular, uniaxial creep and stress 

relaxation tests. The value of these anisotropic factors are 

broadly related to the inverse of the fraction of prismatic planes 

oriented for slip, as it was calculated from a Ibrahim's analysis 

of textures (66). 

Holicky and Schroeder (68) intended to correlate the 

micromechanisms of deformation proposed (69-71) to the anisotropic 

factors A., (section 5.2). Some mechanisms are related to the basal 

texture only, others to texture in general and the rest of them 

to grain boundaries. 

They analysed previous results (66, -:•'.', 72, 73). From 

the experimental data, they are able to obtain the values of the 

measure of anisotropy A. From measurements of basal pole texture 

(71*) and assuming that magnitudes of creep rate depend on the 

number of favorable oriented slip planes , they were able to find 

limits for the anisotropy coefficients A... From these values and 

by taken the exponent m equal to 2.72, as most experimental data 

agree upon, it is possible to compare values of Ã and Ã... 

They found agreement between the limits for A and Ã.., 

for stress over 20.000 psi and no agreement under 15,000 psi. 

Between 15,000 and 20,OCO psi the coefficient Ã has a large change, 

it seems that there is a transition stage. 

The question now is if under 15,000 psi, the anisotropy 

factor are not related only to basal texture or the exponent m is 

different from 2.72. For stress under 11,000 psi, Nichols (69) 
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suggested that m should be equal to one. This value was tested ty 

Holicky and Schroeder and only agreement for limited data w-n 

found. It suggests that the micromechanismr, at low stress should 

b-, related to texture in general, not only to the basal poles. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

With reference to time independent deformation we can say: 

D A qualitative relation between the schedule of fabrication ar.d 

basal po]e texture was found. This will allow to control the 

fabrication texture. It would be interesting to have a similar 

analysis for the texture corresponding to a direction perpendicular 

to the basal pole (for example |1010|). 

2) A simple approach was developed to relate the texture to the 

Hill's theory of plasticity for anisotropic materials. This approach 

is a good first approximation for the yield locus. 

3) The development of theoretical analysis for the yield locus of a 

single crystal permits to estimate the yield locus of the strong 

textured policrystals. The assumed values of the CRSS for twinning 

should be checked by uniaxial test of single crystals. Also, the 

influence of grain size, precipitation and segregation of impurities 

should be studied. 

'4) Special attention should be given to deformation under variable 

path of loading, to see if corners in the yield locus exists in 

zirconium as it was observed in other materials. The zirconium 

cladding is compressed initially by external pressure and then 

expanded under a complex state of stress. 

With relation to time dependent mechanical properties, the 

problem is really much more difficult than in time independent 

properties. Therefore, limited advances were noted. The main 
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eonc 1 us i ons ,tro: 

5) Physical theories of Creep are inexistent. Only mathematical 

theories are developed. These theories are based in time independent 

theories and texture measurement. Comparison with micromechanics 

of creep did not lead to any conclusion. 

6) A simple approach, similar to conclusion ? was developed for 

crctep strain r«te. This approach should be a Rood approximation for 

no*- too strongly textured materials. Analysis of the type described 

in conclusion 3 was not done, neither the analysis of single crystals 

behavior, nor the influence of f̂ rain size, precipitation and 

segregation of impurities. 
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TIGURL CAPTIONS 

1 - Slip and Twinning Planes in the Zirconium Unit Cell. 

2 - Schematic Drawing of Uniaxial Tensile Test of Sheet-Type 

Zircaloy-2 Specimens: a) Single Crystal Analogue with 

Uasal Pole in Sheet Normal Direction, b) Single Crvstal 

Analogue with Basal Pole in Width Direction, c) Sinrle 

Crvstal Analogue with Basal Pole in Axial Direction. 

3 - Stereographic Projection Showing (0001), (0111) and 

(0110) Slip Plane Normals Belonging to the Zone of the 

2110j "lip Direction. 

H - Yield Loci Straight Lines Corresponding to Pyramidal, 

Prismatic and Basal Slip. 

5 - Basal Pole Figures for Drawing, Compression of Cylinder 

and Rolling. 

6 - Plane Triaxial Strain Diagram with Strain Vector, Defined 

Hither by its Strain Components or by the Effective Strain 

E. and the strain ratio at. e 

7 - The Texture Rose Relating the Strain Ratio to the Resulting 

Stable Texture. 

3 - Plane Triaxial Stress Diagram Showing the Representation 

of the Stress A |-l,-8,-9| and the equivalent Points A. 

(1= 2,...,12) for the Isotropic Case; Corresponding 

Deviatoric Stress |5,-2,-3| Gives the Same Point A.. 

9 - Plane Triaxial Stress Diagram Showing the Tresca and Von 

Mises Criteria and " Normality Rule". 

10 - Yield Loci for the Four Material Types: a) Isotropic F»ven, 

b) Isotropic uneven, c) Anisotropic Hven, Anisotropic 

Uneven. 

11 - Stress-Strain Curves for Application of Hill's Theory. 
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Fig. 12 - Calculated Yield Loci for Zircaloy Tubinc in the 

Triaxial Plane Diap.ram. Ratio of Critical Shear Stress 

for Prismatic Glide, Í10Í2)- ,{1121}- and {1152} -

Twinning = 1:1.25:1.35:1.»» and 1:1:1:1 (Dashed Line) 

Fig. 13 - Yield Loci Corresponding to Compression of Cylinder, 

Drawing and Rolling Textures. 

Fig. 11 - Relationship Hetween the Strain Ratio and the Resulting 

Stable Anisotropy as Displayed by Yield Loci. 

Fig. 15 - Constant Stress Creep-Time Curves, which show the 

Approximation of Steady-State Creep Stage and Models of 

Creep Flardeninp;. 
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Vif,. 3 - Stereographic Projection Showing (0001), (0111) and 

(01Í0) Slip Plane Normals Belonging to the Zone of the 

f'Jliol Slip Direction. 
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Fifí. 5 - Nasal Pole Figures for Drawing, Compression of Cylinder 

and Rolling. 



Fir,. 6 - Plane Triaxial Strain Diagram with Strain Vector, Definnd 

Kither by its Strain Components or by the Effective Strain 

c and the strain ratio a. 
e 



Fig. 7 - The Texture Rose Relating the Strain Ratio to the Resulting 

Stable Texture. 
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Fiií- 8 - i>].,ine Triaxial Stress Diagram Showing the Representation 

of the Stress Ax |-l,-8,-9| and the Equivalent Points A£ 

( l = 2 1 2 ) f o r ^ e Isotropic Case-, Corresponding 

Deviatoric Stress |5,-2,-3| Gives the Same Point k . 



K « . • - Plane TriaxUl Strose n l a e r a n showln(, the ^ ^ ^ V(jn 

«ises Criteria and "Hormality Rule". 
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FIG.10 - Yield Loci for the Four Material Types: a) Isotropic Even, 

b) Isotropic uneven, c) Anisotropic Kven, Anisotropic 

Uneven. 
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Tip,. 12 - Crt]<;ii].n..;.l 7inl<l I,oci for ' / i r ca loy Tubing in the 
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FÍR. 13 - Yield I.oci Corresponding to Compression of Cylinder, 

Drawing ond Rolling Textures. 



Fig. 1H - Relationship fliitween the Strain Ratio and the P.esultir 

Stable Anisotropy as Displayed by Yield Loci. 
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Fig. 15 - Constant Stress Creep-Time Curves, which show the 

Approximation of Steady-State Creep Stage and Models of 

Creep Hardening. 


